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Hypotheses
1. OneSearch includes sufficient content
of high enough quality
2. OneSearch provides convenient full text
access
3. OneSearch surfaces the items through
common search techniques
4. Graduate students and faculty are
satisfied with the search experience
and outcomes.

The Bibliometrics
Examined final research papers.
Assumed that the bibliographies cite appropriate content

Where Did They Search?
Sources Mentioned in Methods
CINAHL
Cochrane
Medline
ERIC
PsycInfo
Other
PubMed
Health Source

33
31
27
13
11
9
8
6

OneSearch
Ovid
Google Scholar
Dynamed
Soc/Gov/Org
Open Web

6
5
3
2
1
0

Working the Works Cited

Down the rabbit hole…

Item types in the works cited lists.
Predominantly articles.

Indexed or Not

Types for Not Indexed:
Web Source
52
Book Unowned
Article Unowned

2
1

Items per System

Number of items found/not found per
system (out of 520)

Number of items found/not found
per system by type.

Number of items found/not found
per system by type.

Content Availability

Number of items found and content
availability in all formats or online.

Content in OneSearch

Full content availability in OneSearch in
print and online.

OneSearch looks pretty good
for indexing and content…
What about satisfying users?

Satisfaction Surveys
•Survey based on End User Computing
Satisfaction Survey (EUCS)
•14 questions assess 5 aspects of
satisfaction:
–
–
–
–
–

Accuracy
Content
Ease of Use
Format
Timeliness

Questions Questions
Accuracy
Accuracy
Content
Content
Content
Content
Ease of Use

Is the system accurate?
Are you satisfied with the accuracy of the content you find with
this system?
Does this system provide the precise content you need?
Does the information from this system meet your needs?
Do the results seem to be just about exactly what you need?
Does the system provide sufficient content?
Is the system user friendly?

Ease of Use

Is the system easy to use?

Format
Format
Timeliness

Do you think the content is presented in a useful format?
Is the presentation of content and options clear?
Do you get the content you need quickly?

Timeliness

Does the system provide up-to-date content?

General
General

Are you satisfied with the system?
Was your use of the system successful?

Frequency and Familiarity

Familiarity and use of systems. 1 is low, 5 is
high.

Have you had
instruction?

Do you use
this system?

Familiarity With Subject Indexes

Average familiarity with subject search
systems.

Relative Satisfaction per EUCS Aspect

Average satisfaction scores per aspect.
•Subject Index: 21 responses
•OneSearch: 5 responses
•Google Scholar 11 responses

Conclusions
•Students are unfamiliar with OneSearch
•Students are moderately satisfied with the
OneSearch
•Not many use OneSearch yet
•Students like the subject indexes.
•OneSearch contains sufficient content of
high enough quality
•OneSearch provides access to full text
online and in print

Unknowns
•Will search methods that grad students
and faculty use work well in OneSearch?
•Will instruction make users more
confident about and comfortable with
OneSearch?

If you’re still interested…
•
•
•
•
•

Bibliometrics of Satisficing Bibliography
Search Satisfaction Survey
Working Demo of Survey
Survey Results
Contact Athena to request the bibliography data.
Athena Hoeppner
athena@ucf.edu
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linda.gibson-young@ucf.edu
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